When Kim Selvey was a young teenager she started volunteering in nursing homes as part of a church activity. Selvey became a CNA at the young age of 16 after volunteering as a dishwasher. “I thought it was really fun and those people always had such appreciation for us when we came,” Selvey said. From that moment she never turned her back on nursing but set her sights forward and embraced nursing as a career.

“I always wanted to be a nurse,” she Selvey, RN, director of nursing at Meadow Lake Estates in Oklahoma City. She worked in the oncology unit of then-Presbyterian Hospital (OU Medical Center) beginning in 1989. When she graduated from school she stayed in the oncology unit. During her career in long-term care, she has even earned a National Leadership Award in Nursing.

She earned her Bachelor of Science degree in Nursing at the University of Central Oklahoma in 1991 when it was known as Central State University. She worked in hospice intermittently to broaden her experience.

St. Mary’s RMC names new Chief Nursing Officer

Rachelle Burleson, DNP, APRN-CNS, Chief Nursing Officer (CNO) at St. Mary’s Regional Medical Center in Enid.

Stan Tatum, CEO of St. Mary’s Regional Medical Center is pleased to announce Rachelle Burleson, DNP, APRN-CNS, as the new Chief Nursing Officer (CNO) at St. Mary’s Regional Medical Center.

Forest Glade thaws winter cold with Dec. 28 blood drive

Cold weather can mean lower than usual blood supplies, prompting Bethany’s Forest Glade Retirement Community to hold its first ever Winter Blood Drive.

“We know this is a time when blood supplies can be needed – it can be a difficult time to get them, and this was a way we could be active in the community,” said Josephine “Jo” Henderson, Forest Glade leasing and marketing director. “This is a wonderful chance to be active and help others at the same time.”

The Dec. 28 blood drive was made possible through...
In her new position, Burleson will be responsible for providing the administrative direction of all hospital nursing personnel and ensuring the delivery of quality, compassionate care to the hospital’s patients.

Burleson received her bachelor’s degree from Northwestern Oklahoma State University and a master’s degree from the University of Oklahoma, College of Nursing. She received her doctorate of nursing practice from Vanderbilt University.

Burleson most recently served as assistant professor of nursing at the University of Central Oklahoma, in Edmond, Okla. She previously held positions at Northwestern Oklahoma State University as adjunct faculty critical care nurse manager at St. Mary’s.

Burleson is a member of Sigma Theta Tau, lota Chapter, Vanderbilt University; Oklahoma Hospice and Palliative Nurses Association; Hospice & Palliative Nurses Association; American Association of Critical Care Nurses, and National Association of Clinical Nurse Specialists.

Rachelle assumes this position after former Chief Nursing Officer, Doug Coffey, was selected to serve as CNO for Northwest Texas Healthcare System in Amarillo, Texas. “We are excited to have Rachelle lead nursing services at St. Mary’s,” says Tatum. “Having lived and worked in northwest Oklahoma, she is knowledgeable about the challenges that rural hospitals face and shares St. Mary’s passion for providing quality patient care.”

NRH fighting back against lung cancer

Norman Regional Nurse Lung Navigator Sherri Jo Johnson, RN and Phillip Mobbs, manager of diagnostic imaging services are helping people breathe a little easier with the health system offering a new, affordable, low-dose screening exam.

The peace of mind that monitoring carries with it is worth its weight in goal. “Six months after any scan I’m fantastic,” Johnson says of her mindset while she’s in remission. “It’s a major reason why she’s involved in the health system’s new low-dose CT lung scan program. Phillip Dobbs is the manager of diagnostic imaging services and a key player in the new screening.

Dobbs explained that the screening tool reduces the amount of radiation to the patient versus a normal chest CT by 90 percent. “But the protocol we use we are able to detect even the smallest nodules down to just a few millimeters,” Dobbs said. “The radiologist can look at that and only about five percent of nodules end up being cancerous.”

The program has been under development for two years. The screenings involve pathologists, radiologists, oncologists, a nurse navigator, and thoracic surgery. “A lot of people have to be at the table,” Mobbs said.

But the whole process can begin simply with a phone call to make an appointment to come in. No referrals are required. No insurance is billed with a cost of $79.

After the test is done, the results go to Johnson. Based on a radiological assessment scale Johnson can determine if the patient needs to return at three months, six months, 12 months or needs to progress faster. “I put it into my system and I’m virtually you’re reminder,” Johnson said. “If you are intentionally coming...”
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a partnership between Forest Glade and American Red Cross, Henderson said. According to Red Cross officials, the international non-profit handles about 40 percent of blood collection and processing nationwide – that means Red Cross must, on average, collect more than 15,000 pints of blood every day to meet the needs of hospitals and transfusion centers across the country.

Forest Glade has been a staple of senior residential care for about 25 years in Bethany, Henderson said. The family-owned facility houses about 155 residents, 38 in a smaller, secured building ideal for dementia and Alzheimer's patients, and the main complex, which accommodates about 115 seniors.

Comprised of one- and two-room units, Forest Glade offers residents staples like hot meals and fellowship in its dining room, as well as extensive activities like music and crafts. Employees also take seniors weekly to doctor's appointments and for shopping excursions, as well as special activities.

No novice to healthcare – having worked as a hospice marketing representative – Henderson said she has found something special at Forest Glade. It's the facility's family of employees and residents who every day make life a uniquely positive experience for everyone involved, she said.

"This, to me, is very, very rewarding – it's like family," she said. "Everyone helps together, it's a home away from home and that's the way we choose to do it."

That family atmosphere was something Henderson said she wanted to share with the community and one reason she chose to sponsor a blood drive. It was a way to combine a positive activity aimed at helping others, while helping to introduce the facility to people in the surrounding area. That's why donors are welcome to take tours and meet with Henderson to discuss what Forest Glade is all about, she said.

"We've been around for so long, but unless they're in Bethany, a lot of people don't know about us," Henderson said. "I want the community to know we're here and that we're reaching out."

Forest Glade's Winter Blood Drive will be held from 9:30 a.m. until 3:30 p.m. Dec. 28 and is open to the public. Donors can sign up online at http://www.redcrossblood.org/rcmobile/drive/chooseDonationTime.jsp or at the front desk, the day of the blood drive. More information is also available on Forest Glade's website, located at http://www.forestgladeok.com/, its Facebook page (search "Forest Glade Retirement Community") or by calling Henderson at 405-495-7100 or 405-990-2790. Donors will be given a Red Cross long-sleeved t-shirt as a donation thank you gift, Henderson said.

Forest Glade is located at 2500 N. Glade Avenue in Bethany.
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"I just wanted to get my hands in everything. I've kind of touched it all. I always had a heart for elderly people," Selvey said. After I got my feet wet in nursing and felt I got acclimated and grounded, I came back, longer this time.

Selvey will mark her one-year anniversary in January serving Meadow Lake Estates. She oversees the designated skilled nursing hall and long-term care comprising 124 beds, she said. Across the street is the assisted living area of Meadow Lake Estates.

"Right now we're pretty full. We don't even have any empty beds," Selvey said.

Long-term care inspires her to get out of bed every morning motivated for work.

"I get as much out of it as they do. As nurses we give and get," she said. "They give us a lot, too. Everybody says look at them as your mom or grandma. Well our generation is changing. That doesn't work anymore."

"So you have to look at them like they are someone's child. And that person is long-gone and you need someone to watch over them."

Meadow Lake Estates is one big family and everyone relates to it, Selvey continued. She has gotten to know the elders everywhere she has worked by seeing them almost every day. The stability of knowing each other and building relationships is long lasting, Selvey said. She found room for improvement when she came to the nursing department, just like anywhere else in the health care industry, she said. Across the street is the assisted living area of Meadow Lake Estates.

"That to me is they're taking care of them, they're taking care of the elders, it's their community and they want to help run it."

Selvey said the stories they can tell are reminiscent of wars. They've worked in the circus and have incredible stories to tell.

She sees her own family making their own stories of life. Her son is 21 years old and her daughter is 18. Both of them attend UCO where Selvey graduated from the university. She and her husband, Garry, have been married since 1991.

"We met in high school, dated for six years and got married," she said. "We just spend a lot of time together. We play games. We're just really family oriented. We do a lot of things together."

In 2017 Selvey will continue to work with her new administrator. Their drive together will continue to evolve the nursing center and skilled nursing hall to one of exemplary care, Selvey said.

They will get committees together so people will feel part of a spirit of unity. The community will draw closer to improve the care and outcomes.

"We had one of the best state surveys this building has ever had. We have been followed by the federal surveyors. And we have a zero deficiency in the federal survey. We're really proud of that. They pointed out several things that we are efficient at, and it was just a huge compliment to know your work is recognized and that you're doing a good job, not just myself, but the team of nurses and the aides, the dietary staff and housekeeping staff," Selvey said.
Leo Holley is relatively new to work as a CNA at Warr Acres Nursing Center. He has served the residents for four months there, but has been a CNA for about seven years, he said. He earned his certification after attending OSU/OKC.

“The passion of taking care of the elderly is something I always wanted to do,” he said. “It just keeps me going every day.”

Holley had just moved to Warr Acres with his family. Warr Acres Nursing Center is only five minutes driving time away from his house, so he found it convenient for his career field.

Holley said his wife is a CMA while his aunt is a registered nurse at St. Anthony Hospital. His cousin is an assisted director of nursing at a nursing home located in Spencer. As for himself, Holley was 20 years old when he decided to study to become a CNA. His wife inspired him to take the first step that would lead to success.

“She was just telling me it’s a laid-back loving environment. And I believed her and went and headed for it,” he said. “I haven’t looked back since.”

The entire nursing staff works well at Warr Acres Nursing Center to assist elders in their daily activities while providing optimal comfort and care, Holley continued.

“It’s good communication skills,” Holley said. “All the nurses communicate and their aides communicate,” he said. “The whole building really communicates even if a resident knows more information about another resident. The residents let you know what they like and what they don’t like which all goes to the overall care.”

The nursing staff is always willing to help one another whenever a need occurs, Holley said. The licensed practical nurses and registered nurses are always willing to get their hands into action, he added.

“That’s a big thing for me. And the aides will get off of their hall and come help you if you need it,” Holley said.

Being an effective certified nurse aide mean the CNA should always have the willingness to learn and not be stuck in their ways, he said. Health care depends on it. Anyone who has the willingness to learn and a good heart can become a CNA, Holley said. Being a CNA has taught him a lot in seven years.

What he knows now that he didn’t know seven years ago include medical terminology to learning about wheel chairs and all the essential plans of care put into place that he finds at Warr Acres Nursing Center.

“It’s pretty awesome you know. That’s what I’m learning now that I didn’t know then,” he said.

Holley said the CNAs always introduce themselves when meeting new residents coming to the nursing center. Just be yourself, he said.

“Make a good warm feeling,” Holley said. “A good first impression is everything. You’ve got to make the very first impression pretty good.”

As he gets to know them, the seniors enjoy sharing memories of their lives. That’s another big part of communication, he said. Warr Acres Nursing Center is a community.

“You have to listen because they will talk and just need somebody to talk to,” Holley said. “They will tell you all their stories from childhood to young adulthood. Just listen and pay attention to them.”

He complimented the residents for their hospitality.

“It’s their house really. So just them being gracious enough to let us come in and work with them says a lot,” Holley said.

He assists with their dressing and giving them daily reminders at times. There are activities and parties he assists the residents to have a good time, he said.
his wife, he said. “I won’t bring back nothing. I’ll be there for hours.”

Holley and his wife have three children including son Sequan, 9; a daughter, Kanyah, 9; and their youngest son, Leo, who will be 8 months old on Dec. 29.

He said it’s usually his wife the children run to when having a cut or bruise from falling. He’s more of a tough love kind of a guy, he said.

Holley is currently attending Oklahoma City Community College where he expects to earn a degree in computer technology.

“There are games and Bingo, all kinds of good things,” he said.

Some of the residents have had hobbies such as fishing, and Holley enjoys fishing, too, he said.

When asked where he likes to go fishing, Holley said everywhere. “If there’s a body of water, I’m going to go throw a fishing pole in it,” he said. “Crystal Lake, Lake Overholser, Hefner, Sooner, another lake off of Reno.”

He said he likes using lures to catch Largemouth Bass. Fishing is a waste of gas some days according to his wife, he said. “I won’t bring back nothing. I’ll be there for hours.”

Holley and his wife have three children including son Sequan, 9; a daughter, Kanyah, 9; and their youngest son, Leo, who will be 8 months old on Dec. 29.

He said it’s usually his wife the children run to when having a cut or bruise from falling. He’s more of a tough love kind of a guy, he said.

Holley is currently attending Oklahoma City Community College where he expects to earn a degree in computer technology.

Being effective as a certified nurse aide means being a good listener with a willingness to learn, says Leo Holley, CNA, Warr Acres Nursing Center.
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**INTERESTED APPLICANTS SHOULD APPLY IMMEDIATELY**

---

### ICU Nurses

Immediate openings for ICU NURSES in Anadarko, Carnegie, and Stroud locations. BLS/ACLS required.

**Low Nurse to Patient ratio. Primary focus is to TRAIN & MENTOR current nurses increasing their skill set for ICU setting.**

Qualified applicants can earn $50 per hour with one year contract. $35/hr base pay with additional $10/hr with 2+ years experience in Critical Care, and an additional $5/hr with CCRN Certification.

Flexible schedules. Employees will have the option of 3 back to back shifts. 

100% Employer paid Medical, Dental, Vision, LTD, and Life Insurance. Additional benefits include Paid Mileage and Sleep Rooms.

For additional information or to apply contact eeghe@fpcapitalgroup.com

---

### The Highlands at Owasso

The Highlands at Owasso is now hiring for Charge Nurses. Due to incredible growth, The Highlands at Owasso is now hiring for Charge Nurses. The Highlands offers competitive pay and benefits as well as more paid time off and a team atmosphere. If you would like to work for a beautiful new facility that you can be proud of, please submit your resume and schedule a tour. 10028 N 123rd E Ave, Owasso, OK

---

### We are seeking Charge Nurse
Registered Nurse or Licensed Practical Nurse

Green Country Care Center has a 6-2 Monday-Friday position available for Charge Nurse Registered Nurse or Licensed Practical Nurse. We offer Health, Dental, Vision, Life and Disability Insurance and Paid Time Off. Please come in and apply 3601 North Columbia Tulsa, OK 918-428-3600

---

### We have a 6-2 Monday-Friday position available for Charge Nurse
Registered Nurse or Licensed Practical Nurse

Green Country Care Center has a 6-2 Monday-Friday position available for Charge Nurse RN or LPN. We offer Health, Dental, Vision, Life and Disability Insurance and Paid Time Off. Please come in and apply 3601 North Columbia Tulsa, OK 918-428-3600

---

### We are seeking Registered Nurse and Licensed Practical Nurse

RN with Home Health Care experience and OASIS assessment. LPN for private duty care including total care and vent care. 

S.O. HOME CARE SPECIALTIES, INC.

2400 N. Hemlock Cir. B, Broken Arrow, OK 74012

---

### Now Hiring for Charge Nurses

Competitive pay and benefits as well as more paid time off and a team atmosphere.

Due to incredible growth The Highlands at Owasso is now hiring for Charge Nurses. The Highlands offers competitive pay and benefits as well as more paid time off and a team atmosphere. If you would like to work for a beautiful new facility that you can be proud of, please submit your resume and schedule a tour. 10028 N 123rd E Ave, Owasso, OK.

---

### We are looking for caring Licensed Practical Nurses

Would you like to make a difference? Greenbrier Village is looking for caring LPNs/RNs for our residents. Currently, we need 6 PM-6AM shifts but are always looking for exceptional candidates to join our Greenbrier Family! Call HR Director Gayle Thorpe at 580-402-1734 today!

---

### Career Opportunities

**FAX 405-631-5103 or CALL 405-631-5100**
or email ads to advertising@oknursingtimes.com

---

**INDEX TO CLASSIFIEDS**

1. 00 Ambulatory
2. 00 Administrative
3. 00 Administrative Support Staff
4. 00 Case Management
5. 00 Chemical Dependency
6. 00 Clinical Instructors
7. 00 Collection
8. 00 Critical Care
9. 00 Certified Medical Assistant
10. 00 Certified Nurses Aide
11. 00 CNAA
12. 00 Dental
13. 00 Dialysis
14. 00 Dietary
15. 00 Education
16. 00 General Nursing
17. 00 Geriatrics and Long Term Care
18. 00 Home Health
19. 00 Hospice
20. 00 Housekeeping
21. 00 Infection Control
22. 00 Instructor
23. 00 IV Therapy
24. 00 Licensed Practical Nurse
25. 00 Managerial
26. 00 Massage Therapy
27. 00 Medical/Surgical
28. 00 Nurse Practitioner
29. 00 OB/GYN
30. 00 Occupational Health
31. 00 Office
32. 00 Oncology
33. 00 OR/PAU
34. 00 Orthopedic
35. 00 Pediatric
36. 00 Pharmacist
37. 00 Physicians Assistant
38. 00 Public Health
39. 00 Rehabilitation
40. 00 Registered Nurse
41. 00 Research
42. 00 School Nurse
43. 00 Spec. Providers
44. 00 Support Staff
45. 00 Traveling Nurse
46. 00 Miscellaneous
We are currently hiring an Licensed Practical Nurse for 3PM-11PM Monday - Friday. We have a friendly work team, and nice, clean work environment! August Wood is searching for a dedicated individual to join our Memory Care team. We are a 60 bed LTC/Skilled Specialized Alzheimer’s and Dementia Care Community. Our community is divided into 5 neighborhoods, in which, staff get to work with approximately 12 residents & 2 staff members at a time. We are currently hiring an LPN for: 3P-11P Monday - Friday. We have a friendly work team, and nice, clean work environment! We welcome you to file a resume, or email, or stop by and file an application Monday-Friday, 9am-5pm. Please call with any questions. We hope to see you soon! 918-283-4848
720 N Porter St. Claremore, OK 74017
IT’S TWO, TWO, TWO SURGERIES IN ONE!

Ed Brandt, III, credits the two-in-one surgical approach by surgeons at the Dean McGee Eye Institute with restoring his vision and getting him back more quickly to the things he loves most - like reading to his grandkids.

You’ve heard of a two-for-one sale, but what about a two-for-one eye surgery? It takes critical coordination and two skilled surgeons, but doctors at Dean McGee Eye Institute are combining cataract and retina surgeries into one combined procedure. It’s an approach that is easier on the patient, more cost effective and can improve outcomes, too. In the end, it is helping restore patients’ vision so they can more quickly get back to the things in life they love most. For Ed Brandt III, that was reading to his grandkids.

“My four-year-old granddaughter was over, and we were sitting in the back. She brought a book over, sat in my lap and said, ‘Grampy, can you read this for me?’ I opened the book and I just couldn’t read it,” Brandt said.

A trip to the Dean McGee Eye Institute revealed why. Brandt had a detached retina.

“If you think of the eye like a camera, your lens is the lens of the camera and the retina is kind of like the film,” said Dr. Vinay Shah, a retina specialist with Dean McGee. “When you have a retinal detachment that means the film of the camera has come loose and we have to put it back in place surgically.”

For Brandt, who had undergone procedures on his eyes before, that might have meant another three surgeries; the first to re-attach the retina and place a tiny oil bubble to hold the retina in place while it heals; a second surgery to remove the oil bubble; and then, since it is common for a cataract to form after retina surgery, he would need a third surgery to address that issue. Brandt was pleased to learn that two of those surgeries could be combined into one. Not only was it more convenient for him, but he also learned that the procedure could enhance his overall outcome.

“A large percentage of patients who have retina surgery will develop a cataract. So six months later, they are looking at surgery again. So if we can go ahead and take out the natural lens, replacing it with an implant lens and do the retina surgery at the same time, it is much easier on the patient and his or her family,” said Dr. Ralph Hester, a cataract surgeon with Dean McGee. “More importantly, though, the retina surgeon wants the clearest possible view to visualize the finer details of the retina.”

The retina is a less-than-one-millimeter-thin membrane in the back of your eye. So to work on that, you want optimal visibility,” Shah explained.

Accomplishing the combined cataract-retina surgery requires a lot of coordination. Two surgeons and their teams as well as two sets of surgical equipment must all be in place.

“The patient does not move. We move,” Shah said. “So it has to be carefully orchestrated. At the Dean McGee Eye Institute, we have set aside particular times of the week just for these types of combination procedures.”

With one trip to the operating room, patient safety is improved and there also are cost savings with the added bonus of less time away from work.

“It’s not about the money, though. It’s about the patient,” Hester explained. “For the patient, this is a big deal. If you can package this into one operation, they are not scheduling time off work multiple times and getting their loved ones to transport them to and from the surgery center multiple times. It makes a big difference.”

Ultimately, Hester and Shah added, it is about changing somebody’s life, restoring their vision and helping them get back to the things they love doing most, like reading to grandchildren.

“There are Braille books and audio books, but there is no way that I could ever replace having a grandchild sitting in my lap and being able to read to him or her. I can do that now. I can see, and I can read. It makes a world of difference to me,” Brandt said.

To learn more about the combination cataract-retina surgery, visit www.DMEI.org.

McKay Joins Mercy in Edmond

According to Dale McKay, everyone has a story to tell. McKay found hers at a young age, after the sudden death of her father.

“Watching my mother deal with the loss and the strength she had in how she coped with it is something that has always stayed with me,” said McKay. “She taught me to make peace, and to use even the saddest times in your life as a source of strength and wisdom for the journey that lies ahead.”

Now a licensed clinical social worker at Mercy Clinic Behavioral Health – Edmond I-35, McKay says she uses that same advice to help her own patients.

“I provide them a safe place for them to express their hopes and emotions and for them to tell me what’s happening in their life story, because everybody has one,” she said. “I help my patients realize their strengths and abilities so that they can accomplish more than even they may realize they are capable of.”

In addition to counseling, McKay uses her three decades of experience in hospital social work to provide education, prevention and treatment services.

“I really think of my time with my patients as a collaborative process,” she said. “I want to evoke strength and wisdom for my patients, just as my mother did for me all those years ago.”

Mercy Clinic Behavioral Health – Edmond I-35 is located at 2017 West I-35 Frontage Road in Suite 230 and offers free, confidential evaluations for anyone who has a concern about a psychiatric or behavioral disorder. To set up an appointment with McKay, patients do not need a physician referral. For more information, call 405-757-3720.
The Hospice Directory above does not represent a list of all Hospice facilities statewide. For a complete list visit www.ok.gov/health
A. It is so important that you do not continue to lose yourself, your energy and your ability to make some changes before you literally cannot get out of bed.

What have you done so far to work on the problems? For example:

---- Have you and your husband discussed couple counseling?
---- Are you currently in counseling?
---- Have you taken the time to journal questions like, "What has happened to me since marriage? “ What have I gained, what have I lost?” “Why am I drinking more on a daily basis?”

The one thing that is almost written in stone is our inability to change someone who doesn’t want to be changed. Maybe you didn't see some of your differences or maybe you thought the way he managed (or didn’t) manage money would not be a problem. Or maybe you were just too giving because you wanted to please him.

The loss of ourselves is insidious. We usually don’t know the day we started reaching for other things to escape our reality but it really is very much a snowball affect. The snowball rarely stays baseball size. So as the snowball begins to take up more of your space, ask yourself why you are not moving out of range. Who is keeping you in this situation?

“Well I know it wasn’t you who held me down
Heaven knows it wasn’t you who set me free
So oftentimes it happens that we live our lives in chains
That we never even know we have the key’

You have the key. The last thing you can afford to do is continue down this path. You have way to much to lose. Perhaps you chose the wrong man. Perhaps you chose the wrong reason. You are describing a slow emotional death, perhaps leading to a physical death if you don’t take action.

When you reach for the Vodka tonight, stop for a minute (if you can) and ask yourself if this will fix your problems. It won’t!!

“Me, I’m already gone, and I’m feeling strong
I will sing this victory song, coz I’m already gone.”

The Eagles, Already Gone
Each week we visit with health care professionals throughout the Metro.

Please Let us Know Your Thoughts.
Email: news@okcnursingtimes.com or mail to Oklahoma’s Nursing Times P.O. Box 239 Mustang, Ok. 73064

How do you like spending your time off? Valir PACE

“Lot’s of arts and crafts and painting. I have a 10-year-old grandson that I’m raising.”
Andrea Arnold, RN

“All of my time goes to my children and usually on basketball trips.”
Kim Johnson, RN

“I like to read. It doesn’t matter, sci-fi, history and things like that.”
Carmen Felix, LPN

“Spend time with my kids, going out with them and reading to them.”
Selina Mensah, LPN

Clinical Care in the Comfort of Home

At New Direction Home Dialysis, we offer a full array of home dialysis services. Our home dialysis therapy program allows patients to maintain a more streamlined therapy without causing interruptions in lifestyle or work schedule. We are proudly an independent dialysis provider.

New Direction Home Dialysis | 405-767-6740
4334 NW Expressway, Suite 165. Oklahoma City, OK 73116

www.newdirectionhomedialysis.com
“My son said to me, ‘I’m scared.’” A single father. A gravely ill child. When he was at the end of his rope, United Way support lent a hand that’s changed two lives for good. And it’s all possible because people like you stand up and give.

We stand behind lives in crisis and behind the promise that across Central Oklahoma, desperate need will be met. StandUnitedOKC.com